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ne: Seas teh aE ied 
The 19th annual approaching end of “the age of petroleum.” The vital ques- 

tion: can the carrying capacity of the earth sustain the 
ry demands as we enter the twenty-first century? 

B.) The Fight Against Cancer: Has Progress : 
Been Made? 

Paul P. Carbone MD, professor and chairman of the 
department of human oncology and director of the Wiscon- 

9 sin Clinical Cancer Center, talks about cancer as related 
to women. He'll cover progress and challenges, the 

O en ey, resources here at the University, and the newest in 

diagnosis and treatment. 

C.) Facts, Figures and Fantasies of World Hunger 

Spareoredary ihe Dean Glenn S. Pound of the College of Agriculture and 
Wisconsin Alumna Association Life Sciences examines the realities of world hunger 

against the backdrop of its causes, separating fact from 
fantasy in our efforts to conquer it. 

Charlotte Irgens Spohn ’44, G. 1 Chmn. @ Dev a . Kiley °46, Prouans Chinn, enera. amn Jeanne fevereaux D.) The Vaew Brom Camp Randall 

: cs Here is an anecdotal report on the life of the student- 
a | a eo athlete, by Dianne Johnson Ph.D., an assistant director of 

: ae 7, oe athletics. She'll move you along with the student from 
peo ‘, bs a oe recruitment to graduation, outlining the impact of sports 
, “2 Nie mow y involvement on the student’s personality, education and 

& e ‘fe — postgraduate opportunities. 
© 7 , Oe 

: é & Luncheon—Noon 
Great Hall 

Top row: Ross, Afternoon Program—Union Theater 

pecan Carbone, Pound. 1:05—Greetings by Chancellor Irving Shain. 
2 ’ Bottom row: John- 

; Sy tee son, Suomi. Then: The Atmosphere Gets a Physical. Prof. Vernor 
? = - 33 Suomi, director of our Space Science and Engineering 

pis a tas y Center, a department which has contributed much to the 
— : = 1h nation’s space program, tells of the exciting promises 

aes co aly / 4 that cause 1979 to be labelled “the year of the planets.” 
One of these is the Global Weather Experiment, a 
“complete physical” for the earth’s atmosphere. It’s an 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11 international effort involving 160 nations, 

Theme: IN PERSPECTIVE LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US! 
aes i! Z Transportation and parking on this crowded campus are 

con ees ee Aner = sae no longer your problems. We're offering round-trip bus 
ee eat eag Cee i pete: service from East Towne and West Towne shopping 

ey ae : malls, for just $1. Buses leave them at 8:30 a.m. and 
Morning Program—Wisconsin Center (You may return following the afternoon program. If you want to 
attend two sessions.) use this service, be sure to indicate it on the reservation 

‘ blank below, and add $1 per person to your registration 
A.) The Great Petroleum Shift fee. You and your guests will each receive a bus pass 
Prof. John E. Ross of environmental studies and agricul- with your confirmation, including parking and departure 
tural journalism explores the global implications of the information. 

Spring Women’s Day 
Wisconsin Center, 702 Langdon St., Madison 53706 

Here is my check, payable to the Wisconsin Alumni Association, in the amount of $............ for ........ reserva- 
tions at $10 each. (I’m also including $.......... for bus passes for ...... people at $1 each.) TOTAL: $.......... 
Leaving from: East Towne ....; West Towne .... 

INRIDTG Wee ote eae aioe enter os Sia. Sits Heim a conk  Sestaeh Sascha one sewn ACLCLLERS etait on Pe toIeSt saree ney eh ole cere eile raaieis se Rina 

OEY san ose 6 a oto tote cee nae Ke role Filey a gi ae SERRTED al nhac drces Tel ae eh is is avetintotar sie eieleroneinn ene LAD esteem ticie ae ers sicrelelurols 

Circle your choice of two sessions: A B C D 

Gufestse namiesiniac|s:c:. icici eet tine eres etGaisee sine ene, GUESTS Choice Of sessions yA) Bul GC a1)
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BLE regulation . . . inhibits intellectual 
inquiry, if it supresses the free 
exercise of intellectual judgement and 
the responsible exercise of 
discretion, then the business of 
the university is concluded.” 
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ESCRIBING THE kind of despotism that demo- 

i | \ cratic societies like ours could be most 

he vulnerable to, Alexis de Tocqueville fore- 

saw a government that “covers the whole of 

= social life with a network of petty, complicated rules 

ntang mg that are both minute and uniform’—a situation, he 

warned, that does not break the human will so much 
as it ‘softens, bends, and guides it.” 

\ N) b There are those in this nation—and their number 

c \ appears to be growing—who fear that Tocqueville’s 

vision is rapidly becoming our reality. They point to 

the enormous and proliferating body of laws and 

Federal Regulation government regulations now controlling virtually ev- 

| ery aspect of human life and behavior. They protest 

te } the dollar cost of ‘‘over-regulation” (estimated at 
of Colleges 4 more than $100 billion annually), the stifling impact it 

2 ¢ oes has on the economy, the bureaucracy and waste 

and Universities which it spawns, and its “basic incompatibility with 

the democratic processes.” 

Once, such complaints came almost exclusively 

| from the business community—the first and most 

tere heavily regulated segment of society. No longer. 

Rero Excessive government regulation is an issue for 
Pees a everyone. And it is by no means a simple issue. Most 
——————t regulations seek to accomplish worthy objectives— 

| i i objectives that society has largely agreed upon and 

! | i il expects government to attain. The rub is that as our 

se LL BB society has become larger and more complex, so have 
* LE Tso, Fa 2 i (3s > its aspirations and its problems. Rights come into 

yO _ a iis A}! She »{| conflict. Interests clash. Choices must be made, not 

Yo Zag a TTR ‘Pg just between “good” and “‘bad’’ but between “good” 
yy Ut yd Laan FN bys i and “‘good.’’ It is through law and regulation that gov- 

[fp Lae Lh gee, y | j //\\ y{\),  emmment attempts to solve these problems and reconcile 
14 Pe eo 7) 7.4, AYA these conflicts. 
i VA Uy ee 2) \, y Following is a special report on federal regulation 

N, ih Nf 1% a 4 gz. \ ‘“ / of American higher education and the impact it has 
aff =) Yad ! gr <<, au s on colleges and universities which now find that they, 

- Si em ee too, are caught in the entangling web. 

ae ara Marcu / Aprit 1979 / 5
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N THE SUMMER of 1977, Nelda Barnes, a 53 year- 

old school teacher, enrolled in two courses at 

Converse College in Spartansburg, S.C. She 
————————————— needed the courses to meet state requirements 

“N ‘ Bibs and keep her teaching job. 
o educational administrator needs Mrs. Barnes is deaf. When she had difficulty 

to be reminded of the sad fact following the lectures, she asked the college to 
at ted | A provide her with a sign-language interpreter. Con- 

al federal money Means pervasive verse declined, pointing out that the cost of doing so 
bureaucratic control.” would far exceed the $210 that Mrs. Barnes paid in 

a ————————————————————____ tuition. 

So Mrs. Barnes sued in federal court under new 
H.E.W. regulations implementing Section 504 of the 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended. The regula- 

tions ban discrimination against handicapped persons 

and stipulate that students shall not be denied the 

benefits of education “because of the absence of 
educational auxiliary aids.” 

Federal district court judge Robert W. Hemphill 

ruled in favor of Mrs. Barnes and ordered Converse 
to provide her with an interpreter. He also expressed 

considerable sympathy for the college and said: “No 

educational administrator needs to be reminded of the 
sad fact that federal money means pervasive bureau- 

cratic control.” 
Judge Hemphill was right. No such reminder is 

necessary these days. The threat of federal control is 
very real on the nation’s campuses. Indeed, it may 

not be much of an exaggeration to suggest that 

increasing government regulation, with all of its 
complicating side effects, is the most serious problem 

6 / Wisconsin ALUMNUS facing American higher education.



Harold Enarson, president of Ohio State Universi- interference. He says: “The careful respect by gov- 

ty, obviously a man accustomed to dealing with ernment for the independence of the educational 

government, claims “the federal presence is felt world is long gone. Non-involvement has changed to 

everywhere in higher education, and federal laws and intrusion, respect to financial and regulatory control. 

regulations are changing the academic world in ways The extent is frightening.” 

that justify our alarm.” 
Stanford vice president Robert Rosenzweig feels HE EXTENT is indeed frightening. Today 

that higher education has lost its “immunity to the there are 34 Congressional committees and 

burdens” of an increasingly regulated society and at least 70 subcommittees with jurisdiction 

says: “Virtually the whole range of public regulatory over 439 separate laws affecting postsecond- 

activity now bears on the university.” ary education. The number of pages of federal laws 

The problem is not limited to large universities concerning higher education rose from 90 in 1964 to 

which receive the lion’s share of federal dollars. 360 in 1976. 

Every institution of higher learning is affected—large And those laws have generated millions of words of 

and small, private and public, liberal arts and techni- regulations. The number of pages in the Federal 

cal, community colleges and professional schools. Register devoted to regulations affecting higher edu- 

Until 1975, colleges and universities which did not cation grew from 92 in 1965 to nearly 1,000 in 1977—a 

receive direct federal grants were exempt from much 1,000 percent increase in the quantity of federal 

of the regulation. Then H.E.w. adopted regulations to regulations with which colleges and universities must 

enforce Title IX against sex discrimination and de- comply. 

clared that a recipient institution was an institution Duke University president Terry Sanford under- 

that received federal funds indirectly as well as standably refers to ‘“‘the avalanche of recent govern- 

directly. In other words, if one student received one ment regulations [that] threatens to dominate campus 

dollar in federal student aid, the entire institution and management.” 

all of its activities would be subject to regulation. It was not long ago that colleges and universities 

This prompted Nobel prize-winning economist Mil- were exempt from almost all federally mandated 

ton Friedman to observe that the “corner grocer and ——————— LL eGVGVE_ 

the A&P are recipient institutions because some of ‘ 

their customers receive social security checks.” He Ir the old catalog still promises 

added, ‘‘No argument is too silly to serve as a pretext . ’ 

for extending still further the widening control over to ‘educate the whole person, the 

all of our lives that is being exercised by govern- institution had better be prepared 
ment.” oe 9 

Several institutions have now challenged H.E.w.’s i Bere 
all-inclusive definition of ‘‘recipient.”’ ———— 

The more than 800 church-related colleges in the social programs, even including social security and 

United States—many of which have not sought or workmen’s unemployment insurance. 

accepted federal aid—are especially concerned. They Things began to change in the mid-1960’s with the 

fear that ‘‘as the state moves in, the church must adoption of civil rights legislation and regulations, 

move out.” And recent federal regulations dealing which at first banned discrimination on the basis of 

with such sensitive issues as abortion, marital status, race, color, religion, and national origin. Then they 

integration of the sexes, and religious preference went further: non-discrimination alone was not 

clash directly with the religious beliefs and practices enough—an organization was required to take affirm- 

of many of these schools. ative action to develop hiring goals for minorities and 

Father Ernie Bartell, head of the Fund for the plans to achieve those goals. Sex was subsequently 

Improvement of Postsecondary Education, notes that added to the list, followed by age, and, more recent- 

“some of the nation’s oldest and most fiercely inde- ly, by physical and mental handicaps. 

pendent colleges and universities were founded as In 1969, the National Labor Relations Board rather 

diverse religious institutions.’ And he worries that impulsively extended coverage of federal collective 
“the further erosion of such diversity under additional bargaining laws to college and university faculties, 

pressures of governmental regulation might thus be thus clearing the way for the faculty unionization 

most symbolically disturbing among already belea- movement. (A recent lower court ruling that the 

guered smaller institutions, many of them church- faculty at Yeshiva University are supervisors and 

related and lacking the expensive and specialized thus not entitled to collective bargaining rights is now 

expertise to respond and to adapt creatively to the on its way to the Supreme Court.) 

changes implied in federally mandated programs.” Most of these laws and regulations affecting higher 

The president of Asbury College in Wilmore, Ky., education were not aimed specifically at campuses 
has been outspoken in his criticism of government but rather at broad social problems; colleges and 

Marcu / Aprit 1979 / 7



universities were either caught in the backwash or vided a standard of living for American workers 
subsequently included by specific Congressional or unequaled elsewhere in the world.” 

regulatory action. It has also been pointed out by some observers that 

In 1974, with the passage of the Buckley Amend- colleges and universities were not as assertive as they 

ment to the Family Rights and Privacy Act, a new might have been in providing access to disadvantaged 

stage of regulation began which was aimed directly at students and assuring equal rights to minorities and 

postsecondary education. The Buckley Amendment women. Most of the progress made in these areas was 
granted students access to their educational records, the result of federal funding and federal regulation. 

limited access by others (including parents), and Says one government official, formerly a college 

required institutions to inform all members of the president: ‘‘Unjustified discrimination in hiring and 
campus community of their rights and obligations admission, exaggeration of performance claims for 

under the act. the sake of institutional development, defensive fail- 

After Buckley came a new version. of the Health ure of accountability in return for social privilege, and 

Professions Educational Assistance Amendments other social sins mark and mar the history of Ameri- 

which attempted to coerce U.S. medical schools into can higher education. Nor has the record of voluntary 

admitting students from a register established by the self-regulation been much more distinguished in high- 

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare. Then er education than elsewhere.” 
came regulations implementing Section 504 of the Could higher education have avoided government 

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, requiring institutions to regulation if it had been more vigorous in regulating 
make changes in their physical facilities in order to itself? Perhaps in some limited areas, replies one col- 

accommodate the handicapped. lege official. But he adds, “I don’t think we would 

The Education Amendment Act of 1976 struck a have taken major steps at our institution, for exam- 

blow for consumer protection in education. It re- ple, to accommodate the handicapped. The cost 

quires colleges and universities to make known their would have been too high, the available dollars too 

policies and practices in numerous areas such as few, and the number who would benefit too mini- 

financial aid, refunds, and descriptions of facilities, mal.” 

faculties, and educational programs. Institutions may G. William Miller, chairman of the Federal Re- 

have their various written and spoken statements serve Board, says: ‘Generational regulation is funda- 

assessed by the government according to “truth in mental to any system. It is designed to regulate 

advertising’ standards. In other words, if the old human behavior and to set certain necessary stan- 

college catalog still promises to ‘‘educate the whole dards. Without regulations, the free enterprise system 

person,” the institution had better be prepared to would not move on its own to correct social inequal- 

prove it—to a federal agency or maybe in court. ities. Self-regulation is our greatest desire, but can it 
In short, there is virtually no aspect of academic be done? It is almost impossible because of human 

life that is not covered in some way by federal behavior and human nature. The need is for good 
regulations. They cover hiring/promotion/firing of regulations and we must work to make necessary 

personnel (including professors), wage and salary regulations as sensible and workable as possible.” 

administration, pensions and personnel benefits, 

cabs em iguapame Series etermining which regulations are ‘absolutely 

“genes and ch eeuseuluch td educational necessely eee makieg Alem : eee 
roan i comie dearee workable” are extremely difficult tasks. 

2 There is no evidence at present that they 
can or will be accomplished. Joseph A. Califano, Jr., 

HE ISSUE OF government regulation poses a Secretary of H.E.w., recently issued a warning 

painful dilemma for much of higher educa- “against the domination of education by the federal 

tion. On the one hand, educators recognize government.” And he said: “If I have seen anything 

the need for regulations; on the other, they made plain in the last year and a half, it is that when 

are appalled and alarmed by their growth and impact Ss 

on the campuses. Si Oho ee ee oa 

The academic community, traditionally liberal, has Shee is universal recognition on 

favored laws extending rights and benefits and has ih ay f th ak 

supported regulations to protect consumers, assure the nation’s campuses of the need tor 
equal opportunity and treatment, and safeguard envi- laws and regulations to protect the 
ronment. As William McGill, president of Columbia rights of all Americans and assure 

University, puts it: ‘‘No experienced president would e a 

think of criticizing a process that has liberated Ameri- equal opportunity to all. 

ca’s minorities, protected our consumers, and pro- = = ee en 
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programs and dollars multiply, bureaucracies and > is produced by bureaucracy, and it gives rise to 

regulations multiply also; paperwork and reporting more bureaucracy—not only in Washington, but on 

requirements multiply; the temptation to interfere, the campuses as well; 

however well meaning, grows. And thus the danger > diverts scarce dollars and valuable time of ad- 

grows that the job we are trying to do with our ministrators and faculty from important institutional 

programs will, ironically, be made even more difficult missions to non-productive activity; 

by the unwieldy requirements and burdensome proce- > intrudes upon internal decision-making, erodes 

dures that these programs bring.” institutional autonomy, and leads to complicating and 

It would be hard to find anyone in higher education costly side effects (such as increased litigation); 

today who would disagree with the Secretary. > contributes significantly to the deterioration of a 

The president of Harvard certainly wouldn’t. A long and mutually productive partnership between the 

study there revealed that in 1974-75 the faculty spent federal government and higher education. 

more than 60,000 hours complying with five federal 

regulations at a cost of $8.3 million. This surely had URERUCRACY ist the: mechanismilie® control” 
something to do with president Bok’s statement to his eave Cconomish Ean Ghar, andaleintusion 

alumni that the critical issue for the next generation into college and university life has been 
is not Harvard s survival, but its independence and disruptive and expensive.” 

freedom from ill-advised government restraint. The government bureaucrats are the target of much 

é Wap Peon oe ore College would per take of the anger and frustration felt by college and 
issue with Mr. Califano either. Although his entire university officials. And that is at least partly under- 

———————————— standable, since bureaucrats, in a very real sense, 

‘¢ A make more laws than Congress does. “It is govern- 

he critical issue for the next ment by the non-elected,” complains one college 

generation is not Harvard’s survival, (RSI Kee i 
Sie) ae . Economist Cheit points out that, typical of bureau- 

but its independence and freedom crats, “they require the gathering of useless data; 

from ill-advised government restraint.” they cause long inexplicable delays; they play ‘cat 
and mouse’ games over enforcement; they conduct 

SEL oT ee I ee endless reviews. Sometimes, after periods of indeci- 
budget is probably less than a single major federal sion, the decisions they do make are uninformed 
grant to Harvard, president Willis D. Weatherford about the educational process. It has apparently 

figures he spends about one-quarter of his time coping come as news to some Gs-12’s that a library is needed 

with government regulations and the problems they for research.” 

create. The civil rights legislation, as H.E.w. inter- Examples of the bureaucracy at its business are 

prets it, doesn’t permit Berea to select its staff and many, and they range from the trivial and ridiculous 
faculty for qualities of “Christian character.”’ Dr. to the alarming: 

Weatherford laments this and sees “a deadening H.E.W.’s battle against sexual discrimination has 

monotony creeping across colleges and universities in produced what must now be ‘‘classics’’: The prohibi- 

America—a uniformity induced by excess govern- tion of father-son banquets and boys’ choirs. 

ment regulation.” Dallin Oaks, president of Brigham Young Univer- 

A predecessor of Mr. Califano’s also agrees with sity, finds himself fighting a sexual discrimination 

him. David Mathews, before becoming Secretary of charge which he feels is equally absurd. The Justice 

H.E.W. in 1975, said: ‘The body of higher education is Department has threatened suit against the university 

bound in a lilliputian nightmare of forms and formu- because it refused to rent a room in an all-male wing 

las.” The results, he said, are “‘a diminishing of able of an off-campus building to a female who is not a 

leadership on the campuses, a loss of institutional student. ‘‘We cannot believe,” Oaks says, “that our 

autonomy, and a serious threat to diversity, creativ- proscription against students living with or next to 

ity, and reform.” persons of the opposite sex is a sufficient injury to 

Had his tour of duty at H.E.w. altered his perspec- justify interference with the fundamental rights of 

tive and changed his mind about federal regulation? religious freedom at this church-sponsored universi- 

The editors of this report put that question to Mee 

President Mathews at the University of Alabama. One university’s very moderate report of a self- 
“Not in any way,” he replied quickly. “The problem study of the impacts of federal regulation contains 

has not diminished at all.” this statement: 

The problem, of course, has many dimensions and “Demands by government agencies for excessive, 

many aspects and nearly all of them, as educators see irrelevant, and duplicative data are objectionable... . 

it, are negative. Excessive government regulation: Our disquiet stems from investigative offices that 

10 / Wisconsin ALUMNUS



make demands for mountains of data without consid- 
ering the burdens imposed on the institution.” And 

sometimes those data are not even used by the 

investigators. The report goes on to describe an 

investigation in which the records of all students over 

the past six years were demanded. Negotiation re- 

————————— 
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University. President Steven Muller says: ‘We spent } {\ WY || \) | \ i | ign \ sgt ae 

literally thousands of hours of staff time answering rN Hh j t | \/} an vie f 

the same questions for them that we had answered for ] VY / 1 RE! | it 
the General Accounting Office; then they wanted to AN N i a Ih 

look at our affirmative action program—information ! i \ ah NV 
we had already given to the Office for Civil Rights.” H } \ AYA , Wy 

Roger Freeman, former White House aide, con- i | 4 Wt aie). ji 

ducted a random sample of colleges and universities NI iy \ se a Li 

in 1978 and found that more than half had been Wf SIF ye 
contacted by a federal agency within the past three NW NK we aw ‘ | i} ( ae y 

years “with a demand to adopt, change, or abolish an \\ Ki fo | i Ae 
operating policy or practice.” About three-fourths of WAR ( iy Wi fi 

all contacts concerned affirmative action. ‘ie YY \ 4 WV Z Uf sh 
One costly result of increasing government regula- “i ate i 2 

tion of colleges and universities is the growth of at Par Sai? Gs ae, 

bureaucracy on the campuses. “Internal bureaucra- A Me a Ge. 

cy,” one university official points out, “has grown in Wtetilitiasn : 

order to confront and be complicit with other bu- 

reaucracies; procedures have been elaborated; griev- ————————————————————————————— 

ances have grown to glut the procedural mechanisms 6“ 

designed to ca ong = in various ways the Teternai bureaucracy has grown in 

management of conflict has become as important sks 

jside the university as it has long been elsewhere.” order to confront and be complicit 

It is this kind of situation which figured largely in with other bureaucracies. 

the decision of an Ivy League vice president to leave 

the university. He explained that ‘‘being on a campus ee 
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isn’t much fun anymore; it seemed like we were ———————— 

spending most of our time on affirmative action plans, ‘“ 

personnel classification systems, grievance proce- Bia neces make more laws than 

dures, contract negotiations, legal matters, and moun- a, f 

tains of forms and reports from Washington’s bu- Congress does. It is government 

reaucracy and, worse, our own.” by the non-elected.” 

The University of Georgia recently hired a librar- 

ian and, in the process, discovered that affirmative ee ee ed 

action required 60 separate steps. 
Because government agencies do not understand 

universities or how they work, Robert H. Bork, 

former Solicitor General of the U.S., suggests univer- 
sities had better try to understand the nature of 
bureaucratic government. He offers this insight: e 

“Bureaucrats are as well-intentioned a group as I Ni 

have ever seen, but they move according to bureau- er 

cratic imperatives of which they are not even aware. A 

We tend to create a new bureaucracy for every Wf || 

principle we wish to enforce. That means every such ie 

organization has one principle: health; safety; clean aces 

environment; racial equality; sexual equality; what- Me 

ever. No single principle is fit to live with. At some iE 

point, every principle becomes too expensive—in Ie 

terms of other values—to be pushed further. But = Bi 

most of us would recognize the stopping point much i a 

sooner than would an equally intelligent person a : AE a 
whose career is defined entirely by the single princi- Fa = — aS ue 

ple, and so bureaucracies thrust past the balance cit Wl 

point to produce results that are disastrous to institu- er es LST Le an / / TQ? 
tions and processes that depend on a balance of Se ee AD M INIS* 

principles.” a ae 

HE DOLLAR cost of complying with federal | i (| es iB Hal Ae isu Mei — 
regulations is difficult to measure with preci- iS wy \ ‘a \} \ a | — 
sion, but the amount is unquestionably large | EE eran tarsal Rcd \ ES | | — 
and getting larger. One study estimates that (eee ae oe | | b | | ee 

the annual cost to higher education of complying with f Ee fae Wad ete | pees | | = 

federal regulations is now more than $2 billion. 1 aH A pe es | | fea VE 
The American Council on Education has done the | oe ee es i1\\ | El a 

most reliable study. It examined the costs incurred | SS 25 REF | | | <3 ||| || SM ie 
from 1970-1975 by six institutions complying with 12 SN SELF a iP <4! | poate 
federally mandated social programs which were uni- ER tes = ee ek ————_ 
versal in nature (like social security) rather than 2 Ze FE ef { 
aimed at higher education (like the Buckley Amend- aS SF Ly ie TTL 
ment). The cost for these six institutions in 1974-75 ee ae ae = Ze 

was between $9 million and $10 million, and ranged See se 
from 1 to 4 percent of operating budgets, and from 5 SS Se oe 

to 8 percent of tuition revenues. Costs doubled over SS 
the five-year period. And, not surprisingly, more than ——— 

half of the cost went for social security. SaaS ST 
Individual cases indicate how serious the financial 

problem is: 

> The University of Maryland estimates it spent 

more than $1 million on a single affirmative action 
case, including litigation. 

> Columbia estimates it spends $1 million annually 

just to meet its various federal reporting require- 
ments. 
12 / Wisconsin ALUMNUS



> To develop affirmative action plans at the Uni- 

versity of California and the University of Michigan 

cost $400,000 and $350,000, respectively. 

> Ohio State University estimates it spends 

$50,000 annually hauling waste to a landfill site in 
accordance with environmental regulations, $250,000 

annually to comply with the Buckley Amendment, 
and $885,000 over the past two years to meet Occu- 
pational Safety and Health Act requirements. 

> Duke University’s cost-per-student of imple- 

menting federally mandated social programs rose 

from $58 in 1968 to $451 in 1975. At Georgetown 
University, the cost-per-student rose from $16 in 1965 

- a to $356 in 1975. 

ae —————— 

6e¢ 
. Hee education’s capital outlays 
\ to meet the requirements of the 
ath handicapped legislation, OSHA, and 
| | environmental efficiency standards 
i = could exceed $13 billion.” 

ce es Te Sa ss > A study by the Southern Association of Colleges 
P< ee and Schools found the cost of compliance with 
SATION |e oe er eon required ae ean . 

(Reese ee ermnInESties cu aaees atte ||| spend as much as 50 cents to administer each federal 
em te E a gq | a dollar received. An official at Tufts University claims 
poe Van tea Bas feel ae ag Ci the school is spending more on compliance than it is Free) umd Vp ate) ae || Sis pad tting in federal aid to student BS) IB a ral ea Fea ba (Aa a getting in federal aid to students. : 
es | | it | eee Ai err (a iigal i } > Compliance with the new handicapped regula- 
oS i | eee | | = i ere > ty ad tions could cost higher education as much as $2 
= il bas | | hese ee ey | billion in capital outlays to modify physical plant. 
sid | | pe mee | faa ee | a Trinity College in Hartford, Conn., has a 10-member 
ih || Fe | 2 Ss oe LaaMM committee surveying what must be done to its 45 
mie | I \ ad ss > a ae buildings. Trinity has already seen $75,000 added to 
Aes\|| || ees ee NN See the cost of a new dormitory as a result of changes to 
a Fa b-F FS eos SS make it accessible to handicapped. Trinity has four Aes | |e SS Sr oe ‘ hi eee Sige te ar ee handicapped students. George Washington Universi- 
a FE GES i See ty estimates it will have to spend nearly $5 million to Lap EP EP SS SSS : ees > es a= ee alter about 8 percent of its plant to meet the pro- 
Eo Se EOS SS gram’s requirements. 
Pg =the pg SL > Physical plant modifications needed at the na- 

ae tion’s colleges and universities to meet energy effi- 

SS SS me PE pps ciency standards and to comply with 0.s.H.A. require- 
—= st ie ae = ments could cost more than $11 billion in capital 

ge a a I expenditures. 
eee = As new regulations are written or existing ones 

expanded, costs are likely to rise. The Office for Civil 

Rights, late in November, was about to issue guide- 

lines requiring institutions to spend about the same 

amount per capita on female athletes as they do on 

male athletes for scholarships and other services. 
One education association officer estimated this 
could cost individual institutions from $62,000 to 

$300,000. 
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There are additional costs which are less visible but 
no less real. Federally mandated social programs 
such as retirement benefits or unemployment com- 

pensation are increasingly funded from taxes on 

———————— employment (such as social security taxes) rather 

“T : than from taxes on income. Over the past 15 years, 
i regulation ... inhibits intellectual revenues from employment taxes doubled from 15 to 

inquiry, if it suppresses the free 30 percent of the federal budget, while corporate 
A “op i income taxes declined from 23 to 15 percent. This has 

exercise of intellectual judgment and two important consequences for colleges and univer- 

the responsible exercise of sities: 
discretion, then the business of : First, since educational institutions are labor inten- 

th niVerily isc luded.” sive, they feel the brunt of the employment taxes 

€ university 1s concluded. more heavily and pay a disproportionate share of the 
URE Rs Ge a costs of these social benefits. 

Second, the value of an institution’s tax exemption 

is lessened, since it exempts the college and universi- 

ty from income, property, and sales taxes, but not 

employment taxes. 

Recurring proposals for tax reform make educators 

very nervous, for they realize how disastrous the 

consequences would be if gifts of appreciated securi- 

ties were subject to capital gains tax or if the tax 

deduction for the appreciated value of gifts of proper- 

re ty were eliminated; both suggestions are regularly 

EL Yo . made. 
WEAN | Even without such radical changes, there have 

ui) Ce cae been hidden costs for colleges and universities in tax 
ee ee y law changes. John Gardner, former Secretary of 

Mea 9 H.E.W., notes that five increases in the standard 

Om Pe os deduction in the last eight years decreased the num- 
ff ay Agr Hs ber of taxpayers itemizing deductions from almost 50 

f { A Ty, \ percent in 1970 to less than 25 percent today. 
{| Z aa ee 3) \ Charitable organizations, including educational insti- 

| 2 a | Je. \ tutions, have lost about $5 billion in contributions 

J oo Ges e i ow because of the increases in the use of the standard 
i Gore ol = =r deduction. 

ae NNN Aaah tig, ee aay Many leaders in higher education have propose: 

eae Se that their burden would be eased if the federal 
Oe aS government made funds available to them to defray 
i ——_ ae \ Nis the costs of compliance. More skeptical and cautious 

aS - 1 — G7 observers, however, point out that such a move 

| os = HE Fi would probably increase regulation by making the 

Sa ; ts . agencies feel that since they defrayed the costs they 
Mil Jeg ee ech eee ee had license to regulate even more. 

MWe 4 is aH ee re ea | AR MORE IMPORTANT than the financial costs 
| i stl DENT IE, h of excessive government regulation is the price 

| ET LRT ’ that is paid in institutional freedom and auton- 

Fi ee - = eH omy. The chorus of concern from educational 

! y | leaders grows louder with each new incursion by 

government into internal institutional affairs. 

lA | In testimony prepared for the Senate Subcommit- 

i | ZN | tee on Education, the Ivy League institutions and 
Stanford declared: “We object to the increasing 

propensity of the federal government to intrude 

randomly into the day to day operations of our 
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colleges and universities and to descend to progres- As a consequence, legal costs at many institutions 

sively more trivial levels of the educational process.” have skyrocketed. In-house counsel at universities 

Most educators are convinced that academic free- are a growing breed, and higher education law is one 

dom and institutional autonomy are not generally of the fastest growing fields in the profession. 

understood by those who write and enforce regula- The briefing papers sum it up well: 

tions. Bureaucrats, it is widely agreed, don’t see “The present burden is just too much for most 

much difference between a college and a business. A colleges and universities. They do not have the 

study conducted for the Exxon Education Founda- requisite batteries of attorneys and other officials. 

tion concluded that bureaucrats write regulations for They do not have reserves of reallocable funds. 

“hierarchical management systems and not for hori- Compliance for them comes slowly and adds consid- 

zontal collegial systems where authority is shared.” erable cost to their academic programs. They do not 

Estelle Fishbein, general counsel at Johns Hop- have the resources to challenge agencies whose 

kins, emphasizes the difference by arguing that uni- actions are subject to question.” 

versities have a special relationship to the First 
Amendment as custodians of free speech and free 
thought. “Manufacturers and retail establishments O UNDERSTAND FULLY the fears and worries 

may be regulated and constricted,” she says, “yet the of higher education’s leaders, one should 

business of production and buying and selling can still consider the nature of the federal regulations 

go on. But if regulation of the university inhibits they must comply with and the impacts that 
intellectual inquiry, if it suppresses the free exercise these regulations have on their institutions. 

of intellectual judgment and the responsible exercise Here are some of the characteristics common to 
of discretion, then the business of the university is many federal regulations: 

concluded.” > Regulations are usually written to accomplish a 

Government regulation has opened the way for worthy objective, such as preventing racial or sexual 

another form of restriction of institutional auton- discrimination or assuring proper accounting of ex- 

omy—intrusion by the courts. The case of Nelda penditures of government funds. 

Barnes versus Converse College which began this > They are invariably longer and more detailed 

report is one example of hundreds, perhaps thou- than the laws they seek to implement. Thus, Title IX 

sands, of suits brought against colleges and universi- of the Education Amendments of 1972 takes just 37 
ties for alleged violations of federal regulations. words to forbid discrimination on the basis of sex, but 

A set of briefing papers for postsecondary institu- H.E.W.’s regulations elaborating on that law require 

tions, published by the American Association of 18 triple-column pages of fine print. This gives rise to 

Junior Colleges, concludes that “the range and com- legitimate concern that the regulators often go further 

plexity of federal laws is now such that infractions are than the Congress originally intended. H.E.w., for 

not easy to avoid.” And to compound matters, as the example, wrote more than 10,000 words of regula- 

president of Columbia University points out, the tions amplifying on the 45 words in Section 504 of the 

ee handicapped legislation. In so doing, H.E.w. trans- 
ES ST Ree AL ea ee ST RET es aa a ferred to the handicapped almost the entire substance 
er ; : of previously established equal opportunity and af- 

he range and complexity of firmative action regulations. It took nondiscrimina- 
federal laws is now such that tion principles previously focussing on employment 

infractions are not easy to avoid.” and “extended’ them’ to such: other aspect 912 
school as admission, housing, academic programs, 
financial aid, and athletics. And the agency included 

Ete eee eae in its definition of “handicapped” such dissimilar 

burden of proof, contrary to normal judicial proce- groups as amputees, blind, deaf, mentally retarded, 

dure, is on the defendent institution to prove that it is alcoholics, and drug addicts. 
not guilty. > Regulations are often written with other seg- 

In the absence of clear rules and precedents, the ments of society in mind and simply catch higher 

question of compliance is a matter of interpretation. education in their broad net. This can be very costly 

And, ever more frequently, the courts are being and disruptive. The Employment Retirement Income 

called upon to make that interpretation. Many areas and Security Act (E.R.1.S.A.) was designed to deal with 

(tenure, for example) that have always been decided abuses of private pension funds. Colleges, universi- 

within the institution are now being decided in the ties, and most other non-profit organizations, inno- 

courtroom. The growth of regulation contributed cent bystanders for the most part, found themselves 

significantly to the fact that litigation in the Supreme included under the regulations and were forced to 

Court more than doubled in just ten years. review and revise their pension plans at great expense 
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————————————————————E accurately, there are many. Although the federal 

oul If . government supports two-thirds of the scientific re- 

he rules are formulated at the search in this nation, there is no uniform policy on 

maximum level of enforcement— that patents for invention. Over the past three decades 

Sank : . ” separate government agencies have developed some 

ee comply or lose all federal funding. 22 different patent arrangements, ranging from exclu- 

———————————— ————————————— sive agreements that give inventors and research 

of time and money. A year or so ago, the Office of institutions first option on all future inventions, to 

Management and Budget proposed regulations to policies that almost automatically turn over inven- 

prevent the use of bribes to obtain federal contracts tions to anyone who wants to develop them. In the 

and subcontracts. The regulations would have prohib- current controversy over equal pension payments for 

ited contractors from soliciting or accepting gifts from men and women, institutions are caught between two 

subcontractors, and, in the process, could well have differing agencies. Women employees have filed 

restricted corporate giving to higher education. grievances with the Equal Employment Opportunity 

> Regulations are too often hastily passed, without Commission (£.£.0.C.) over the fact that colleges 

sufficient prior consultation with those to be regulat- make smaller monthly retirement payments for them 

ed, and even sometimes in secrecy. The Buckley than are made for men, because insurance actuaries 

Amendment passed without findings, consultation, indicate that the women will live longer. Whatever 

hearings, or committee report. Charles B. Saunders, the merits of the case, a major problem for many 
vice president for government relations of the Ameri- institutions is that they do not administer pension 

can Council on Education, notes that proposed regu- programs but subscribe to a national plan which is 

lations may “appear without warning in the Federal acceptable to the Department of Labor but not to 

Register, forcing harrassed educators to drop other BE:Ove. 

duties in the scramble to submit comments before the > The enforcement of regulations affecting higher 

30-day period ends.” As if to prove that point, the education is generally an all-or-nothing proposition. 

U.S. Office of Education issued this past August, just The rules are formulated at the maximum level of 

prior to the start of the academic year, proposed EE SS EEE ES 

regulations governing the way colleges and universi- GC 

ties administer the massive federal student aid pro- I does make you wonder whether a 

grams. The response, reported in that week’s Chroni- University ot California can continue 

cle of Higher Education, was swift and vociferous. cnees ‘ °° 

“The whole things smacks of a C.I.A. operation,” to exist in this day and age. 

growled one college official. Dallas Martin, executive —_——— 

secretary of the National Association of Student enforcement—that is: comply or lose all federal 

Financial Aid Administrators, complained that the funding. This has been called ‘the atomic bomb’ 

rules “have been kept under wraps,” and ‘‘because theory of enforcement. College officials complain that 

the higher education community has not been in- an infraction in one part of an institution can jeopar- 

volved as it might have been, there are more prob- dize the whole enterprise, and that the punishment 

lems than there ought to be.” does not fit the ‘‘crime’’ in many cases. 

> Regulations often overlap (and even conflict), 

and jurisdiction may be shared by several agencies. 6 é HE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S treatment of 

John Kemeny, president of Dartmouth, says: “The higher education is shocking,” says Ed- 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare ward Levi, former president of the Uni- 

pushed us to do more to attract minority students, versity of Chicago and former Attorney 

while the Internal Revenue Service was questioning General of the U.S. He adds: “They have made 

us and trying to prove that we were practicing reverse demands on institutions that are unfair, unrealistic, 

discrimination—leaning over too far to admit minority and coercive. Their use of leverage to try to correct 

students.” Federal patent policy for inventions is wrongs of the past is questionable.” 

another good example: There is none. Or, more Mr. Levi might have had in mind the current 

nec struggle between the government and the University 

of California at Berkeley. 

Le the absence of clear rules Early last year, investigators from the Office for 

: Civil Rights of H.£.w. began an affirmative action 

and precedents, the courts are being ““compliance check’’ of the institution’s 75 depart- 

called upon to decide.” ments. They selected nine which they felt should 
have hired more women based on “availability pools 

ae of qualified persons for faculty positions.” The inves- 
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——————— eral contracts held by the university until it complies. 

or ‘ y F Berkeley countered with a request for a hearing in an 
he basic relationship between the effort to avoid the loss of the federal contracts which 

federal government and the research amount to about $17 million annually. As of the end 
: of this past calendar year, negotiations were continu- 

community ... has begun to ing, and university officials had not yet given up hope 

deteriorate and come apart so badly of reaching a compromise settlement. 
that we have reached a point of crisis.” It must be remembered that nothing so far uncov- 

ee ered in the investigation at Berkeley has demonstrat- 

tigation narrowed finally to two departments: history oe ee we all ny ers LS i. 
and art history. And then the present conflict erupt- See ca RCC aie wom euc tate SE 

ed procedural; it has to do with authority, and territorial 

In somewhat oversimplified terms, the dispute imperatives, and, most importantly, who is going to 

involves the confidentiality of records, particularly of ae as an teach and os hat ee ee oe 

letters of recommendation solicited in support of job Cee eee Ouse t pees 

candidates who were not hired. The H.E.Ww. investiga- OU ond coy een aU BUC ey ots California car 

tors insist on their right to duplicate the records and continue to exist in this day and age. 

take them back to Washington for further study. The 
University officials insist that the material in the files 
was gathered on the promise of confidentiality and OR MoRE than 30 years, the federal government 

that, once copied, the material will become part of and higher education have collaborated to 

the government’s files and will be publicly available achieve important national goals. This very pro- 

under the Freedom of Information Act. ductive partnership has produced unparal- 

This past summer the dispute reached an impasse. leled scientific and technological accomplishments; it 

Administrators at Berkeley tried a compromise: They has educated and trained the manpower necessary to 

would /end the files to the investigators to take where manage a complex post-industrial society; it has built 

they wished for as long as they wished, so long as the finest and most elaborate system of education in 

they were kept confidential. The investigators re- the world and provided universal access to it. 

fused, and requested an administrative law judge in That partnership is now in grave jeopardy. In a 

the Labor Department to order the university to hard-hitting speech in Washington this fall, M.1.T. 

surrender its files and to order “the immediate president and former White House science advisor 

cancellation, termination, and suspension”’ of all fed- Jerome Wiesner declared: “The basic relationship 

Ne 
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between the federal government and the research widened the rift and created genuine alarm on the 

community, after nearly three decades of the most campuses. Here are three examples: 

fruitful partnership, is floundering. Indeed, it has > Perhaps the most controversial case was the 

begun to deteriorate and come apart so badly that we blatant attempt by the Congress to force medical 

have reached a point of crisis that could see the schools to admit students who had attended foreign 

effectiveness of the nation’s major research universi- medical schools—mainly because they had failed to 

ties seriously curtailed at a time when it sorely needs gain admission to U.S. medical schools. Under pres- 

to be enhanced.” sure from these students and their families, the 

Some observers think that the deteriorating rela- legislators amended the Health Professions Educa- 

tionship is directly related to higher education’s “fall tional Assistance act of 1965 to provide that the 

from grace.” They point out that the general public Secretary of H.E.w. would assign each medical 

has become somewhat disenchanted with colleges school a quota of such students. No student could be 

and universities because of higher education’s own denied admission for failing to meet the school’s 

internal problems, its failure to come up with solu- admission requirements. And failure to comply would 

tions to society’s pressing social problems, and the mean the loss of all capitation funds. 

apparent decline in the value of a college degree as Eighteen medical schools refused to comply and 

highly trained graduates are unable to find jobs were faced with a loss of federal dollars averaging 

commensurate with their education. more than $500,000 each. After considerable debate, 

It is interesting and perhaps significant that the a compromise measure was adopted, requiring medi- 

timing of this loss of confidence in higher education cal schools to “‘make a good faith effort” to increase 

coincided with the dramatic increase in the regulation their enrollment of such students by five percent. 

of colleges and universities by the federal govern- > Last spring, the Office of Management and 

ment. Budget published proposed regulations and account- 

Whatever the cause, the spirit of collaboration has ing procedures for recovery of indirect costs of 

rapidly been degenerating into an adversary relation- federally sponsored research at universities. If finally 

ship at best and open hostility at worst. A number of approved, these new rules would result in a loss to 

recent acts by both Congress and the agencies have research universities of more than $120 million. In the 

Some Major Legislative Acts 1973: prohibits discrimination against the handicapped and 
; requires institutions to take necessary steps to accommodate Affecting Higher Education eee pater 

There are a number of federally mandated social e Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 

programs which are not directed specifically toward higher 1974; sometimes known as the Buckley Amendment, it 

education, but which, nonetheless, have a significant affords to students rights of access to records. 

impact: © Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970: sets 

© Social Security Act of 1935: provides benefits for standards to assure that working conditions are safe and 

employees based on institutional and employee payroll healthful. 

contributions. © Education Amendments of 1976: especially the 

e@ National Labor Relations Act of 1935: governs Student Consumer Education Act of Senator Javits, which 

collective bargaining of college and university staffs and makes the government the consumer advocate for students 

faculties. and parents and requires institutions to publish policies and 

e@ Equal Pay Act of 1963: provides for equal pay and practices and be held accountable for them according to 

other conditions of compensation for equal work. “truth in advertising” standards. 

e Employment Retirement Income Security Act of Various laws provide financial assistance to higher 

1974: governs pension plans, their management, and education directly or through student grants. 

investment. © The Higher Education Act of 1965: particularly Title 

Civil rights legislation and executive orders have had a IV which provides federal student financial assistance and 

profound effect on the nation and higher education over the work-study programs. 

past fifteen years. © Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 

© Civil Rights Act of 1964; Executive Order 11246, and 1976: provides assistance to students. 

Executive Order 11375: prohibit discrimination on the basis Also: the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, the 

of race, color, religion, national origin, age, and sex, and National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities Act of 

require organizations receiving government funds to 1965, Public Health Service Act, and International 

maintain an affirmative action effort. Education Act of 1966, all of which support academic 

Several acts affect higher education even though they programs. 

convey no financial assistance to colleges and universities. Also: Circular A-21 of the Office of Management and 

e Title IX of the Higher Education Amendments of Budget, which determines how indirect costs associated with 

1972: provides for equal treatment of women students. research grants will be calculated and reimbursed to 

© Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of institutions. 
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hope of delaying approval, a number of education ———————— 

associations are establishing a national commission to “WW, 
study the indirect cost question and make recommen- hat we need, and what the 

dations. f country now needs, is regulation of 
>» New guidelines issued by H.E.w. last fall pose regulation.” 

another threat. The regulations treat the professional au * 

fees of salaried faculty physicians as restricted funds —__— a 

which must be deducted from Medicare claims. This 
would cost Stanford’s medical school alone about OBODY IS QUITE SURE how to go about 

$2.3 million. regulating the regulators or unraveling the 

“Tt is harrowing,” says one university administra- web that has entangled our institutions of 

tor. ‘‘These sudden, unexplained, and confusing shifts higher learning (and most of the rest of our 

in policy are wearing us down.” society). 

“In brief,” says Dr. Wiesner, “universities have Thoughtful people make specific suggestions to 

been beset in recent years by a barrage of indepen- improve the situation. They urge higher education to 

dent and unrelated government actions that, often document with more precision the consequénces of 

individually and certainly in the aggregate, have an federal regulation, its costs and impacts on institu- 

adverse impact on the health of the university. What tions, individually and collectively. They plead for 

we need, and what the country now needs, is consultation between the federal agencies and the 

regulation of regulation.” institutions and the associations which represent 

higher education. They ask for a policy of enforce- 

£4 ee ment which includes a range of sanctions graded 

u RY f according to the alleged violation, so that a minor 

Va ay q infraction does not ‘bring down a whole institution.” 

Coded One of the more imaginative suggestions is for “‘an 
EOS education impact statement’”—comparable to envi- 

» y. j ae Ny ronmental impact statements—to be submitted by 

Ceres agencies along with their proposed regulations. All of 

Ny i yé these suggestions have as their goal to reduce regula- 

AMA rh at hb tion to a bare minimum and to make that which is 
4 Lay 4 absolutely necessary workable and effective. 

iA eee | A ~ % 
Bah Ih bl) cay i Some progress has been made. Secretary Califano 

pete: iy i | LIP y, e NH Fy has succeeded in making the regulatory process at 

Sa y/ ji! Ly AG gr S H.E.W. more open, if not less active. And an Intera- 

=<) ee j Vie | Oe” gency Task Force on Higher Education Burden 
‘Sagara Be | /| i Reduction studied the problem and issued a number 

\ Lars IM of constructive recommendations. Unfortunately, the 
\y He eK i task force went out of business with its creator, 
ee Al A President Ford. Nonetheless, its recommendations 
YEW ih \ DA have been passed on to the Commission on Federal 
EBX 6! |, A Paperwork, and there is still some possibility that 
A Al| | \\ Vg they will be acted upon. The paperwork commis- 

Y N | \ Z { sion’s recommendations have led to significant reduc- 

M/A) \ | 1 tions in the number of rules and reporting require- 

Vi) lj ments for 0.8.H.A. and E.R.I.S.A. President Carter 
ie See announced this fall the creation of a ‘regulatory 
W) at council” with the mandate to slash away at contradic- 
i 4 | ) tions and redundancies in all federal regulation. 

ie | j The more pessimistic observers hold out little hope 

\\ | | for any significant reduction in government regulation 

Nees | (| of higher education. Charles Saunders of the A.c.E. is 

TA I\y not a pessimist, and he continually calls for less 

SS) rhetoric and more understanding and cooperation 
Lasgo from both sides. Nonetheless, he says: ‘‘Don’t believe 

ty any politician who promises deregulation. We cannot 

Sa go back to the glorious days of yesteryear. ... 
Regulation is here to stay in a growing variety of 

Illustrations by Rae White forms.” 
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Some feel that the only hope for a reduction in ———————————— 

regulation lies in a ‘‘people’s revolt,” which they 6“ 

think may be possible soon because of a change in Lona the overriding question 

public opinion about the omniscience and omnicom- to be considered is how much a free 

petence of government, perhaps because regulation is Z 

now touching millions and millions of individuals in people can expect its government to 
matters of immediate import to them. accomplish and still remain free.” 

John Howard, president of Rockford College, 

would like to precipitate such a revolt. He urges ———————————— 

colleges to “engage in an intensive campaign to bestir growing demands that we place upon the federal 

their alumni, their students, their students’ parents, government. In the last major speech he made as 

their faculties, and their local communities to send Secretary of H.E.w., Caspar Weinberger declared: “In 

urgent messages to their representatives in Washing- the process of pouring out all of these compassionate 

ton ... requesting a moratorium on any further and humanitarian blessings, and institutionalizing our 

tampering with the educational system.” social obligations, we have built an edifice of law and 

regulation that is clumsy, inefficient, and inequitable. 

UT THE ISSUE is greater than “tampering with Worse, the unplanned, uncoordinated, and spasmod- 

the educational system.”’ The issue is how a ic nature of responses to these needs—some very 

democratic society like ours accomplishes real, some only perceived—is quite literally threaten- 

such profoundly important goals as equality ing to bring us to national insolvency.” 

for everyone, enough energy, a sound economy, The purpose of this report has been to increase the 

peace, prosperity, and progress. awareness of the alumni and alumnae of the nation’s 

Revolutions in transportation and communications colleges and universities of the proliferation of gov- 
have transformed the United States into a true ernment regulations and their impact on higher educa- 

“national society.” Because of that and because of tion. It is proper and natural for institutions of higher 

the largeness and complexity of our problems and learning and their graduates to be concerned with the 

expectations, we have turned more and more to impact of government regulation on higher education, 

government to meet our needs. Not surprisingly, to worry about how to cope with regulations without 

there has been a corresponding shift of power to losing institutional autonomy. But perhaps the para- 

government and, in the main, to national government. mount question to be pondered by educators, by 

This has inevitably led to an enormous growth in government officials, by alumni and alumnae is how 

government, in bureaucracy, in the number of federal much a free people can expect its government to 

laws and regulations—all necessary to cope with the accomplish in its name and still remain free. 
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1979 Distinguished Service Award Recipients 
PsN E TL ba NMR a7 Lt es Gee ON es Sd ita, VER egos Jana aes eee ot eLearn ee a 

for outstanding professional achievement and continuing dedication and service to the University of 
Wisconsin through alumni citizenship. 

To be presented at the Alumni Dinner, Saturday, May 19 

i | es Fe . 
i | 7 : 

eT =4 
PL i a ™ 

Robert F. Draper ’37 Harlan C. Nicholls ’29 Jane Werner Watson 36 
Ridgeway, Colo. Madison Santa Barbara 

President and director, Western Com- Retired EVP, First Wisconsin Bank of | Award-winning author of 225 books 

munity Planners, Inc. Formerly: presi- Madison. Owner-operator, Stoughton for young readers. From 1938-59, 

dent and CEO, Hurst Performance, dairy farm. Instrumental, in 1944, in staff editor and writer, Western Pub- 
Inc.; EVP and director, Sunbeam establishment of UW’s Graduate School lishing Co. Donor, collection of Indian 

Corp.; president, Sunbeam Appliance; of Banking. Twenty-five-year board miniatures to Elvehjem Art Museum. 

chairman, president and director, Os- | member of UW Foundation, chairman Honors include UW’s LHD degree 

ter, Inc.; president and director, of its Finance Committee, president (1975); Government of India Award, 

Schick, Inc.; VP-marketing, National and treasurer of its Hilldale, Inc, Best Book for Neo-Literates (1964); 

Presto Industries; executive engineer member of its Bascom Hill Society. Los Angeles Times’ Woman of the 

and sales manager, Regal Ware, Inc.;  Forty-two-year member, Four Lakes Year, Literature (1958); and Best Sci- 

president, National Housewares Manu- Council of Boy Scouts of America. ence Book of the Year for Children 

facturers Association. Past president Served sixteen years as treasurer, (1975). Director, UW Foundation and 

and director, WAA. Director, UW- United Way; fifteen on board, Madi- Bascom Hill Society; member, Elveh- 
Foundation. Trustee, WARF. son General Hospital. jem Museum of Art Council. 

R % : ‘ 4 — Y —s 

wh Ym ty 4 bd , 
x — NG 4 oe e oe 

— i ; ; ih a \ 4 

Fannie Turnbull Taylor ’38 Olaf A. Hougen Ph.D. ’25 Robert J. Wilson ’51 
Madison Madison Madison 

Professor of Social Education; coordi- | Emeritus professor, three times chair- President, United Bank of Westgate 
nator, UW Consortium for the Arts. man of chemical engineering, forty-one since 1969. Past president of WAA as 

From 1946-66, director of the Union years on that faculty. National and in- well as Alumni Club of Madison. Four- 
Theater, Instrumental in establishing ternational guest lecturer. Co-author of letter winner in Badger football and 
Arts Administration Program in School five textbooks and nearly 200 papers. baseball; Wisconsin’s MVP and All- 
of Business. Former executive, Natl Honors include Norwegian citation Big 10 football player in ’47, ’48, and 
Endowment for the Arts. Founding (1946) for technical aid during Ger- 49; catcher for the Detroit Tigers 
member, past director, Association of man occupation; Knight of St. Olav 1954-60. Has served as National “W” 

College, University and Community Cross (1966); addresses before inter- Club president; UW Athletic Board 

Arts Administrators. Current director- national and world Congresses of | member; director, Big Brothers of Dane 

ships include: Elvehjem Museum; Wis- Chemical Engineers; department pro- County; director, Fellowship of Chris- 

consin Arts Foundation; Union Council; _fessorship in his name; membership, tian Athletes; president, Sertoma Club 

National Guild of Community Schools National Academy of Engineers. Mem- of Madison, Crusade for Christ. Past 

of the Arts. ber, UW Foundation and Bascom Hill president, Madison YMCA. e 
Society. 
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address at the end of the month he 
asked for a resolution urging a federal 
constitutional amendment facilitating a 
constitutional convention on a single 
topic: abortion, He has insisted that 

the legislature pass a revenue bill to 
deal with the generous state surplus. 
It did, and the bill he signed includes 
an eight-week moratorium on withhold- 
ing taxes, 

The governor expects to gather 
lumps for some of his positions. He 
does not, however, predict criticism 

vernor for myopia. “I always try to evalu- 
ate things by how they’re going to look 
twenty years in the future,” he said. 
“If you have to make a decision, put 

5 : it in that twenty-year light. Does it 

Lee Dreyfus ’49 ran the UW-Stevens Point have consequence? If not, the whole 
; ; issue is attached to the ego, and is a 

until he got a better idea. short-term deal. 
“Ideally, decisions should be made 

at the conformation of highest infor- 
mation. I feel—and this is very impor- 
tant—that if you have to make a deci- 

By Barbara J. Wolff in the September contest, but went sion you need as much knowledge as 
5 ; - on to total the acting governor, Mar- cou can get; you have to move to 

ie awe Dreyfus . 52, ie tin Schreiber, in the November gen- ees ee cee is.” 
Bor ine pat cae See eral election. Dreyfus apparently likes his infor- 

the EMSS Oe Eo eee Since then, Dreyfus proposals—some _mation-gatherers on the hoof. Report- 
iyeayearson es campnssas protessor Gf whicl he says he “just throws in ers are compelled to attend legislative 
aoe eee apres and to test reactions”—have generated in- sessions, speeches and conferences in 
radio-TV-film. And a professional plat- tense debate at the already volatile person because the governor's office 
form speaker, and one of the pro- State Capitol. “You need clash,” he issues no press releases or text. He 
ponents of the aie merger plan, says. “The clash of ideas is essential speaks in broadcastese—not unusual 

and a delegate te Ching as part of the toa healthy society.” for the former manager of WHA-TV 
ee PomeeonG mission (Oe Gash end And clashes have come in abun- and the son of a Milwaukee broad- 

an advisor to college administrators in gance in his first month in office eure ‘cavimes andl heleives tie preceaarce 

Vietnam. ing which Dreyfus: confronted mem- out, Frank Ryan, of UPI, wrote that 
Now, as of January first, he 1S G0V- bers of the Commission on the Status reporters have thrown away their Bics 

ernor of the State of Wisconsin. of Women and threatened to filter the and are using tape recorders, because 
ae hopes eorcon deta ciice, be agency through other minority ombuds- “Dreyfus speaks faster than sound.” 

tells the tee eae with a combina- man councils; cut millions from the His sentences are short and blunt, en- 
ae ee teen eo ey) budget proposal for the biennium —_gineered to snag wandering attention. 
like Thomas Jefferson and Bob La Fol- and disapproved the building of a He favors active verbs and, more sig- 

lette, each of whom had qualities of school of veterinary science on this  pificant, lots of imagery. A favorite is 
“ i Mar ee eee campus* (WA, January); called for the eagle, used as an embodiment of 

admire that,” Dreyfus says. ; dorm-free credits instead of tuition re- the pioneer spirit and unfettered 

a year, when’ he | sunoauned ae ductions at some System campuses, to American psyche. In his inaugural ad- 
candidacy as a Rep ublican, most rail- help sagging residence hall occu- dress he called for “a generation of 

Pe gaye Dreyfus little chances ae pancy; told the Department of Public eagles” with the visionary scope to 
ee RGet of the GOP nomination was — ystruction to concentrate on the qual- grapple with the problems of state 

slick, well-inanced U.S. Rep. Robert ity of schooling and stop fretting about —_ government. Analyzing that speech for 
ocph fee eventually won the party where the money comes from; pushed the Milwaukee Sentinel, reporter Neil 

: : ‘ for a cabinet form of government Shively interpreted the phrase as a 

pie however, continued his ef hich would make more state agency raivtgate for Dreyfus himself, And 
fort, talking ex Eotor ead govern- heads accountable to him; cut away the governor probably enjoyed the 
ment spending on a series of junkets : 8 eee eC 

‘ two-thirds of the funds requested by analogy, loaded as it is with broader 
around the state in a bus revamped to state courts to fill new positions; asked implications and larger consequences. 
look like a locomotive. He rejected use for decriminalization—but not legaliza- e 

of LY, spots and put the money into tion—of marijuana; asked for manda- 

a series of unrehearsed, unedited half- to sentencing for pushers of hard 
hour video chats. He wore, everywhere drugs; hinted strongly at the need to 

and always, a red vest. split the big Department of Natural 
Dreyfus not only defeated Kasten Resources into two units; called for a 

Ms. Wolff is finishing her master’s return to the twenty-one-year-old age ® The governor has changed his mind on the 
thesis in Journalism. limit on the purchase and drinking of veterinary school. In. his budget address on Feb- 

hard liquor. In his State-of-the-State — thit“a plan with a $28-million cap-—Ed. 
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4 ee eee = was somewhat before the time when 
fj pd ae a ; eer | the Slaughter girls, who lived across 

“ Ea me =a = sf e 5 Frances Street, were not supposed to 

. > 9 5 Sea mer a play with the Slichter boys lest their 

dint ‘| ad eer. 5 ™ = language become unduly enriched. 

eng ry ath - a en (The parents were close friends.) 

° a | ae, ar ee ®= Years later—when the sons were be- 

5 SS ee ® | “= ing honored—Mrs. Slaughter described 
p , SS eR . them as “the clever little bad boys of 

" ~~ a c , our neighborhood.” 

ee * = 4d _ “eer Perhaps the most glorious year of 
~~ , w <3 the boys’ lives was 1909-10, spent 

f aed ‘ry : } et wet ‘ abroad, with family hikes in Switzer- 
onal f } Ks 6 ae 3 land and a winter in Munich where 

thy gt i? SFC the father, who was doing scientific 
P SS 3 vos appreciated both the music 

= tin 4 . a and the beer. 

- eeeee lg Central to the life of the whole 

1902: Louis, Allen, Donald, Sumner. The Slaughter girls were not allowed to family was Lake Mendota. Their home 
mlayiwith these bays. was only a house or two from the lake, 

and they had in Woodward’s Grove a 
refuge, Sladshak (Slad standing for 

® @ e@ Sumner, Louis, Allen, Donald) on the 
shore. (Sladshak, much enlarged, is 

n V erst aml y still in the family with a companion 
cottage built by Sumner. This family 
center, cherished by the boys and their 

An old friend recalls the Slichter boys. So 
This proximity of both dwellings en- 

By Mark H. Ingraham, Emer. Dean, L & S$ ee 
Ay in about 1920, I was in services as a consulting engineer both _ winter. Louis, in a letter to me, de- 

Dean Charles Sumner Slichter’s __ in irrigating arid lands and in advising scribed the relation of the lake to the 

class in probability, he stressed the on city water supplies, notably that of family discipline: Of course, father 

work of Sir Francis Galton, the author | Winnipeg. Much of the field work was thrashed us sometimes. His weapon 

of Hereditary Genius, At that time done during vacations and on week- was either a slipper or his razor strop. 

Slichter could not be sure, but he cer- _ ends but, of course, his theoretical in- Most often it was because we had 

tainly could have suspected, that the vestigations were a part of his regular gone on the ice when it wasn’t safe. 

title applied to his family. This article research in mathematics. He seemed to want to preserve us. 

will focus on his sons and their per- He started the tradition of excel- Moreover, when any one of us was 

haps unmatched connections with the lence in applied mathematics which punished, the other three enjoyed it so 

University of Wisconsin. the department of mathematics has en- | much that I guess the total effect was 

Dean Slichter, born in 1864, had joyed throughout this century, to give more pleasure than pain. 

graduated from Northwestern Univer- He was appointed chairman of the By the time they went to college 

sity in 1885 and in 1886 had been department in 1906 and brought to it, — with a somewhat less lurid vocabulary 

appointed an instructor in mathematics | among others, Edward Burr Van Vleck and _undrowned, thanks in part to the 

at the University. He had become pro- for whom the Mathematics building is benevolent influence of the parental 

fessor of applied mathematics in 1892. named, and Max Mason, later presi- razor strop, they were clearly marked 
In 1890 he had married Mary Louise dent of the University of Chicago and _for eminence. 

Byme whose pars had come to this ofthe Rocker Foundation. These "Lake Mendota was ao in 107 tho 
After Slichter helped establish a tinction to the department. In 1920 oe ee ecens acs 

ee me 5 i ith Max Mason, who 
statistical basis for Professor Babcock’s  Slichter became dean of the Graduate },4 transferred to the department of 

famous “milk test,” he became inter- School. Husicetintdotelont ae ee 

ested, through Professor King of the In 1900 when the Slichters’ young- aa as ern weiner rag 
: 2 ng the direction of subma- 

soils department, in hydrology. An est son, Donald, was born, he already ines by their sound jadi tpeuch 

early result was a landmark paper on had three older brothers, Sumner H., Nee een ee ue 
in , ater. This work was soon transferred 

the theory of the movement of under- age eight, Louis B., age four, and 44 the Naval station in New Lond 

ground waters, published in 1899. This Allen M., age two. It was a noisy fam- py, ie aon ee es S 3 

aper brought many requests for his ily, their mother being the only quiet Oe ee ie aoe es Dae 
pap’ used with effect when World War I 
—____—¥—\_—_—— _ member of the clan and perhaps for gnded with Louis, an ensign, directi 

Dean Ingraham is the author of that reason the one who regularly got the installation of th a ae ean ae 

the book, CHARLES SUMNER her way. The father's voice, though eee h) aaron pe 
SLICHTER: THE GOLDEN VEC- certainly full and resonant, may not ne ee iey ee 
TOR, published in 1972 by the UW have been as loud as it became in later ene graduated from the Univer- 

Press. years with increasing deafness. This sity in 1913, Louis in 1917, and 
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Allen in 1918, All three were elected FE ern EE Oe 
to Phi Beta Kappa. Donald graduated Be en aS # “re : 
with a good record from the College 4 Pek an Sas eS 
of Engineering in 1922. Sumner stayed ' SE on a 5, ae 
at the University to earn his master’s 7 i Mo WS a Oe i Pane e 
degree, then took a Ph.D. at the Uni- & . it ARAN > RAs \; 
versity of Chicago in 1918, He mar- : “ ek >. aS , 4 — Pe 
ried Ada Pence, a classmate through I Cran SP bs ee x i 
high school and the University. Her a i + Sug a , 
father had been professor of Railway rf é RA: 4 
Engineering here for a decade before Z oy ce 
the war. ; 4 f i 

In 1921, Allen married Dorothy 4 ' ‘ 
Fritch, who graduated that year. fort 

Louis, working under Max Mason, Jj eed F ‘i = 
got his Ph.D. in 1922. Four years la- pie : Neat 
ter he married Martha Buell ’22, whose b= " E ee) 
father, Charles, one of Madison’s lead- 4 

ing attorneys and one of the first resi- ss 
dents of University Heights, had grad- fi 
uated from the University in 1878, 1957: Donald, Allen, Louis, Sumner. . . . but anyone was proud to know these men. 

taking a law degree in 1883. Martha’s might think that the burden of hold- ward imagination. He took his work 
three sisters had been students at the ing a distinguished chair at Harvard seriously, but never himself. After the 
University. weighed upon his spirits. But it age of seventy he was resentfully dis- 

Donald married Dorothy Doyon weighed on him in other ways; he appointed that he was not flown to 
shortly after her graduation with the complained that now that he could _ the South Pole to participate in making 
Class of 1928. Her father, Bertrand, choose what he would do, his con- geophysical measurements which he 
had graduated thirty years before, and science was a harder taskmaster than had planned. (However, since his 
her mother had attended the Univer- his previously prescribed duties. His death, a promontory in Antarctica has 
sity. Her grandmother, Amelia Herrick writings, and sometimes his speech, been named for him. He had already 
Doyon, had left a bequest in 1896 to could be a bit pontifical but they were had the unusual honor of having the 
establish two scholarships for under- clear, precise and based on thought. new building of the Geophysics Insti- 
graduate women. The fund is still in- He had an eye for newspaper slips tute at UCLA named after him during 
tact and still being used. such as “Chancellor Day broke his _ his lifetime.) 

Their academic degrees were not long and welcome silence,” and col- Allen appeared the most socially 
the only ones the brothers would re- lected amusing stories. His father was ebullient of this by-no-means-retiring 

ceive from this University. In 1949, more apt to be the subject than the family, He had, however, a streak of 
Sumner, then Lamont Professor of _ teller of anecdotes. self-deprecation, accusing himself, with- 
Economics at Harvard, received an Sumner traveled widely, but it would out justice, of being less intellectual 

honorary LL.D. Donald got the same _ be hard from his letters to know where _ than his brothers or his father. I am 
recognition in 1964, while he was pres- he was and when, since he dated them told that he was extremely popular 
ident of the Northwestern Mutual Life _ only by the day of the week and wrote _ with the workers of his company, who 
Insurance Company. Louis, director of | them on stationery he appropriated appreciated his exuberance and _his 

the Institute of Geophysics at UCLA, from various hotels at which he was consideration and thoroughly enjoyed 
got an honorary Sc.D. in 1967; and no longer located, and from different their baseball games in which he par- 

Allen, chairman and ex-president of places, sometimes different continents. ticipated as a second baseman into his 
the board of Pelton Steel Company in Louis was perhaps most like his fa- _ seventies. 
Milwaukee, was awarded an LL.D, in ther in that his humor as well as his Donald was @ man of wit and wie 
1969 by the University of Wisconsin- thought had an unpredictable quality gom. As mentioned above, all four 
Milwaukee. and the two shared intense scientific brothers had good judgment but his 

Perhaps this is as good a place as curiosity. It was Louis, I believe, who yas probably the most manifest. His 
any to contrast the personalities of by remote control started the black- father leaned on him in business mat- 
the four Slichter brothers, all of whom board going up and down in the ers and left him as executor of his 
I knew, liked and admired. Their Sterling Hall lecture room during a will, The fact that he was both trusted 
similarities were as striking as their talk by a man he considered a charla- ang concerned led to his being called 
differences. All had a highly developed tan. It was Louis who became in- upon to serve cause after cause. His 
sense of humor, all were energetic and _tensely interested in the means by  tature as a citizen was recognized 
all had good judgment even if it was _ which birds find their homes, especially early so that he had a long period of 
sometimes camouflaged by a streak of homing pigeons. It was Louis Byrne gpportunities to fill responsible posi- 
flamboyant enthusiasm. Slichter who rejoiced in being named tions and he grasped them. 

Sumner was the most reticent of the after his mother and who kept more That a magnificent quartet of hu- 
four; although full of fun, his humor family letters and photographs than pan beings! 
was not, except in the family, of the did his brothers. He had a brilliant 
same rollicking character as that of his © mind but did not hesitate to appear AS the grandchildren came along— 
brothers, or of his father. If one had foolish when tossing out thought- two in each family—the elder 
not seen him amusing children, with provoking ideas, whether inspired by  Slichters, “‘Fessor” and “Grandma 
whom he was quickly at home, one his scientific intuition or by a way- continued on page 30 
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De Ss Elbert Blaine Heimbach ’13, Milwau- Walter Scott Craig ’18, Tulsa (6/77) 
ath kee (°) Sherwood Wm. Shear ’18, Berkeley 

Marian Lewis °13, MD, Milwaukee (2/78) ; 
Albert Philip Treber ’04, Deadwood, S.D. (12/78) Mrs. N. B. Francis (Nell Beatrice Place) 
(3/78) Lloyd Victor France ’14, Monroe (1/79) "19, Janesville (12/78) 

Mrs. A. K, Pierce (Josephine Steig) 07, William Freeman Leicht ’14, Mesa, Ariz. Harry H. Hindman ’19, Vacaville, Calif. 
Whitewater (12/78) (12/78) (5/78) 

Mrs. R. B. Brinsmade (Helen Steenbock) Leslie Roslyn Morris ’14, Madison (11/78) Mrs. Marcus Hobart (Helen Converse 
08, Madison (1/79) Edward C, A. Kraemer ’15, Wauwatosa Browne) ’19, Waupaca (12/78) 
Mrs. H. N. Legreid (Henryetta D. Sperle) (6/78) Loren Francis Thurwachter x’19, Sun City 
= ecm ey (u Re Alan Warren Dunwiddie x’16, Janesville (4/77) 

re bran napp ec (1/79) Thomas Wesley Tuttle ’19, Milwaukee 
[Mead]) ’11, Carmichael, Calif. (11/78) Ralph Edgar Nuzum ’16, Viroqua (12/78) (1/79) 

et gi (Huschka) Marsh x11, Nathaniel Gifford Preston 716, Monroe Cecile Irma Crandall ’20, Milton (12/78) 

ee a ia alee NEES) Mrs. H. S. Huntington (Ella Franzen 
(®) Informants did not give date of death. Mrs. J. T. Steuer, Sr. (Elsie Dorothy Hendrickson [Fox]) ’20, Princeton, N.J. 

TT Mayer) °16, Chicago (1/79) (8/78) 

Basil Irving Peterson °12, Madison (1/79), Warren Weaver ’16, New Milford, Conn. Morris Gordon (Morris Shapiro) ’21, Mil- 
administrative secretary of the UW (11/78) waukee (10/77) 
Foundation fi its i ion i , 3 een ete oe Boke a ve Ae Warren Oakey ’17, Madison (11/78) es Me : a acopen a enue 

helped raise the $4.5 million to build the Mrs. G. F. Prideaux (Amy G. White) 717, allar » Oconomowoc 
Wisconsin Center at 702 Langdon Street. Naples, Fla. (10/78) (Mr.) Jean Francis Rolfe ’21, Onalaska 
He also served as treasurer of WAA and Mrs. Wm. Rogers (Charlotte Josephine (12/78) 

on the Board of Visitors. Galpin ’17, Cleveland (°) Jesse Wakefield Beams ’22, Charlottesville, 
Va. (7/77) 

Kansas City, Mo. Mar. 21—Donald Robert Harry Christy x22, Honolulu 
oun ers Peterson, Assoc. Dean, Ag. & Life (6/76) 

Sciences » “Hos Carroll Hepb oO 22, Millville, N.J. Da s Kenosha/Racine. Apr. 1—Bob Samp retold Beale fae 
MD, Prof. Med. and Educ. ay ; 

y La Crosse. Apr. 24—Engr. Prof. James eto aoe 

After March 15, as confirmed by clubs Skiles Epa Fla. (12/78) a 2 eset 
by the end of January. Each sends Louisville, Mar. 16—Wis. Singers, Ar- i : 

mailings to its membership, giving lie Mucks Arno Arthur Wipperman '22, Plymouth, 
complete details. Marinette. Mar. 29--UW-System Pres. Wis. (12/78) 

se Oe Edwin Young Burd Joy Riggs ’23, Alton, Ill. (6/76) 

ylayartaerennra 18—Wis. Sing- Marshfield. Mar. 25—U W-System Helen Marguerite Bohan ’23, Dodgeville 
Saran eee ¥ Pres. Edwin Young (12/78) 

Atlanta. Apr. 3—Eric McCready, Dir., Merl. cM 27-_R Hellick 
Elvehjem Museum of Art nek wi atl Cos oko ee? Romana Sarah Hayes ’23, Madison (11/77) 

7 . re ™ 
ree Dy ele Ct. Minteapolit/Se) Paulledpree—Hockey George Brewster yee 23, Peoria (12/78) 

Bese: Da Mar oo Avcold’ Brose Coach Bob Johnson Ora Clyde Rabbitt ’23, Pompano Beach, 

MD. Dean; Med School Monroe. Mar. 26—Head Coach Dave Fla. (°) 
Beloit. Make oenuicie Suprema Ca McClain a. Everette Shearer 24, Visalia, 

Justice Shirley Abrahamson New York City. Mar. 23—Wis, Sing- Calif. (°) 
Boston. May 6—Prof. Reid Bryson, ers, Arlie Mucks Stanley Wilmer Slagg ’24, Edgerton 

Dir., Institute for Environmental Philadelphia. Mar. 21—Wis. Singers, (12/78) 

Studies Arlie Mucks Arthur F, Carroll ’25, Lewiston, Idaho 
Buffalo, Mar. 28—W.A.D. Kit Saunders Platteville. Mar. 25—Wm. Davis, (10/78) i 
Cedar Rapids. Apr. 20—Otto Breiten- Assoc. V-C, Cntr. for Health Sciences Julian Charles) Francois) 25, Belleville 
eee uses: ee a ee Ne Rochester, N.Y, Mar. 29—W.A.D. Kit (1/79) math “17_Wis. Si ae 
Se Maa ke Sires Saunders Wm. John Harker ’25, Whitewater (12/78) 

F San Antonio. Mar. 18—Emer. Speech % 
Columbus, Ohio. Mar. 23—Head Coach rot ebred Habennen Frank Clarence Stuart ’25, Batesville, Ark. 

wae Meee s h Prof Seattle. Mar. 31—Chan. Irving Shain (11/78) . 
“e 4 a mer. Speech Prot. Sturgeon Bay. Apr. 24—W.A.D, Kit Edward Prescott Chandler ’26, Tulsa 

D zo i Ban han vine Skat Saunders (10/77) myer. . 830—C) » ; 
mene Mae 31—W.. AD. Kin out Tomah/Sparta. Mar. 19—Sports Info. John Rushmore Davenport ’26, Winnetka 

Aas Spec. Bob Leu (12/78) 

Fond du Lac. Apr. 23—W.A.D. Kit Tucson. Mar. 22—Emer. Speech Prof. Kenneth Richards Kennedy ’26, Knoxville 
Saunders Fred Haberman (1/79) 

Ft. Atkinson, Apr. 4—W.A.D. Kit Nea. Mar. 16—Engr. Prof. John Maysie Sophia (Beutler) Larson ’26, Mad- 
Saunders ute ison (12/78 

Green Bay. May 9—Arnold Brown Watertown, Mar. 22—Dean of Students an Sis Mayer ’26, Naples, Fla. MD, Dean, Med. School Paul Ginsberg (11/78) ; Ane 
Houston. Mar, 21—Emer. Speech Prof. | Wausau. Mar. 23—Theater-lighting ex- H David Coh. 27, Palm Sprit 

Fred Haberman pert Prof. Gilbert Hemsley (1/78) BS en A oon ah eee 
Indianapolis. Mar. 16—Chan. Irving Wisconsin Rapids. Apr. 19—Wrestling i - 

Shain Geach Duaneskleven! re Avery Fulton ’27, Corvallis, Ore. 
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° 
Alaskan Cruise Land-of-the-Pharaohs Escapade 
June 16-30 September 5-19 

For fourteen days and nights, come along with us through Egypt—the gift of the Nile! And we visit it in a spec- 
the glories of the Alaskan summer. We'll board the tacular way; we'll have five nights in the Nile Hilton, on 
Sitmar Lines’ T.S.S. Fairsea, with its Italian crew of 500; the river’s bank in the heart of Carro. It’s next door to 
large, air-conditioned staterooms; three swimming pools the Egyptian Museum, with its 6,000-year-old relics 
and superb continental cuisine. We'll visit seven exciting and its riches from the tomb of King Tut. Cairo is a 
ports. First, Nanarmo, a colorful Canadian fishing colorful, bustling city of bargain-crammed bazaars, 
village on Vancouver Island, complete with The Block- mosques and minarets. Three worlds meet here—the 
house, built by the Hudson Bay Trading Company in Moslem, the Christian and the ancient. 
1833. Then to VANcouvER, a magnificent blend of old Then, five nights sailing the Nile, from Luxor to 
and new, from settlers’ cabins to contemporary skyline Aswan, aboard the Hilton-operated M.S. Isis. This one- 
and charming boutiques. Then Juneau, where the class ship was especially designed for deluxe river cruising, 
Alaskan goldrush started. Today it’s the state capital, and provides every conceivable comfort and a maximum 
site of the famed Russian Church of St. Nicholas, the of space. We'll visit (at no extra charge) the Tomss 
Red Dog Saloon, and Mendenhall Glacier. There’s a Gay of Luxor; the VaLiry of the Kincs; Karnak; THEBES; 
Nineties atmosphere to Skacway, the coastal gateway Esna; Epru; Kom Omso; PHILEA and Aswan. 
to the Klondike, and here we walk through history. Aboard ship you'll watch Egypt glide by through those 
Then we sail into Gracrer Bay; park rangers come giant picture windows on all four decks; choose from 
aboard to discuss its majesty with us. We'll stop at gourmet menus (including afternoon tea); dip in the 
Sirxa, with its onion-domed cathedral, museums and pool on the sundeck; dance in the lounge. 
native crafts. And finally, Vicroria, the city of gardens, Stopping over in London to and from Cairo, we'll 
for tea and crumpets at the hotel, and British shops have a total of three relaxing nights at the sumptuous 
for woolens and Spode. London Hilton, in the heart of Mayfair. 

We're flying with British Airways, first class, of course, 
From $1255 per person, two-per-stateroom occupancy, a aia wuide hodiedy 

rs x - jet. 
from San Francisco. Special air fare from more than 100 
cities on regularly scheduled flights (from Madison, $1899 per person from Chicago, including all taxes and 
just $140.) services except gratuities aboard ship. Price is based 

on two-per-room/cabin occupancy. No single cabins 
available. 

Each trip includes our traditional extras: experienced Alumni Holidays’ tour directors; hospitality desks in our hotels; 
welcoming and farewell parties for us Badgers; money calculators, special baggage tags, etc. 

Send for the full-color brochures with complete details! 

Wrasse See RLS ee AE ee LT OAR FUP BN ee tere Ca ee ek ae Des perro ree ee Be Gan oe ome Een can oe Tere re ao ee ae ee 

: Wisconsin Alumni Association ! 
| 650 N. Lake Street, Madison 53706 i 

: Please rush me the brochure(s) on: Alaskan Cruise ..... Land-of-the-Pharaohs Escapade ..... ; 

[ IN AUIS 9 soc ANE a oasios co nesc eet ak Wace. cot ah uate ech clear aie rotate Gee aie Asean Sleast nn rateee vale cetere sie bless eid alateutiste 9 astro caste Rear mee 

Wares aye ceto cre oeicivicie eiateve a crcawisiele o, ere la(ore) fo alate sTarere alates ots oralelaveielal oiaieia class saaleiete ool cketevelc(ole eis oyeie a vece ater - satiate | 

: CRY x cintere cae elle a vieleiens cicisle Oe e/e1e)eqe ee vie MUMEE veiw uss ols Wi oreie sc s\eiem) vie stains «crc eieleccieles Lup ince aieic'e cyiojein'e © are etc : 

ee | 
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i “continued 

: OOKI NG Elsie Amalie Kind ’27, Menasha (11/78) 

Vivian Gertrude (Clark) Ray ’27, Wauwa- 
tosa (6/77) 

FOR A WISE Bessie Lindsay Thompson ’27, Scio, Ohio 
(3/78) 

INVESTMENT? ee Evanston (4/78) 

e Coletta Mary Batz ’28, Milwaukee (12/78) 
Ira Nathan Goff ’28, Alfred, Maine (10/78) 

Otto Ellwood Rydell MD ’28, Rice Lake 

Consider A Lif ao onsl er e Joseph James Isabella ’29, Spooner (12/78) 

e Harry Delbert Lapp ’29, San Leandro, Income Arrangement With Cali 718) 
e e ° e Gerald Charles Ward ’29, Winter Park, 

The University of Wisconsin Fla. (11/78) 
é Samuel Enders Warren ’29, Houston (*) 

Foundation Mrs. O. B. Combs (Mabel Ethel Van Abel) 
’30, Madison (12/78) 

Robert Kevin Drew x30, Cedarburg (6/76) 
Each year for the past six years, friends and alumni of the University of Joseph E, Cohn ’31, Milwaukee (*) 

Wisconsin have been making life income arrangements with the University Sheldon “Treseder Gardaee aia Evancton 
of Wisconsin Foundation by joining the Foundation’s pooled income fund. (11/78) : 
They often achieve two purposes by this arrangement: make a donation Walter Hans Lehman ’31, Sun City (10/78) 
to a most worthy cause—the University of Wisconsin—and save taxes and Johnine Sichli a Mil k 
increase their spendable income. (10/75) See oe mae ae?) eat Bee, 

To learn how the pooled income fund works, consider the true facts of , i 
the case of Bill and Betty Smith (their names have been changed to respect wae Br ee cue nee ony 
the confidentiality of their gift). f ; 

Years ago, Bill and Betty Smith invested in 100 shares of Lakeside ce Net oe ean 
Laboratories, Inc. common stock. It cost them $6.87 per share then. : ; 
Through merger, Lakeside converted to Colgate-Palmolive, and the 100 wee Bertrand ’32, Univ. Park, 
shares of Lakeside by means of bonus payments and stock splits even- S sais : 
tually became 696 shares of Colgate-Palmolive stock. Alfred Benjamin Gerber '32, Sheboygan 

Recently, Bill and Betty made a wise investment that increased their (2778) ; : 
income from this stock by joining the UW Foundation’s pooled income Kenneth Lee Sohns 32, Kensington, Md. 
fund. The fund will pay them an annual income as long as either of them (9/78) 
lives. Robert Austin Swan ’32, Topeka (12/78) 

On July 30, 1976, they donated 488 shares of Colgate-Palmolive stock Alfred Nash Moore 33, Rockford (12/78) 
to the fund. On that day the stock’s mean value was $27.63. The gift at Mrs. F. M. Schneider (Elizabeth Craig) 
fair market value amounted to $13,481, with a total appreciation of ’33, Hopkins, Minn. (*) 

$12,794. The stock had a dividend rate of 3.2 percent, compared with the Sr. Mary Charity ’34, Milwaukee (*) 

pooled income fund earnings of 7.23 percent in 1976. John Bryant Gillett 34, Berlin, Wis. 
By donating the stock instead of selling it, the Smiths saved over $3000 (12/78) 

in capital gains taxes, received an immediate tax deduction of $6,730.52 Bernard Henry Ailts ’35, MD, Abilene 
based on Treasury Tables and the fair market value of the gift on the day (12/78) 
it was donated, and increased their income by approximately 4 percent Merton Robert Albrecht ’36, Lake Mills 
over their previous income from the stock. (9/78) 

The Smiths did something else by this gift. They began the “Bill and Arnold John Beyer ’36, Englewood, Fla. 
Betty Smith Fund” for the UW-Madison College of Engineering. When (11/78) ° 
both Bill and Betty die, the assets in the pooled fund are turned over to Fuat Mehmet Halis Eren ’36, Istanbul 
the College and will provide the University with much needed financial (9/78) 
support and assist it in its constant mission of creating a better world. James Henry Tyson °39, Moses Lake, 

Bill and Betty Smith have made a wise investment in every way. Wash. (12/78) 

Eli Winston Clemens ’40, College Park, 
For further information, contact: Md. (5/78) 

Pistabe thio James Kammon Fogo ’40, Orange, Calif. 
ssociate Director (2/76) 

University of Wisconsin Foundation Mrs. H. H. Pierstorff (Linda Griesbach) 

702 Langdon Street 40, Delray Beach, Fla. (11/78) 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 Mrs. R. R. Webb (Joyce Aldene Wiley) 
Phone: 608/263-4545 *42, Madison (12/78) 

Mrs. S. Canadeo (Audrey Luella Town) 
43, DePere (12/78) 
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Belinda Louise Dameron ’43, Wash., 
D.C. (*) 
Neilus Ralph Larson ’43, Sauk City (1/79) 
Mrs. Jos. Neidinger (Maxine Blanche Fed- 
der) ’43, Brooklyn, N.Y. (78°) 

James Carlton Adams 46, Glenview, IIl. 
(12/78) 

Richard Ralph Heacock °46, College, 
Ark, (*) 

Mae Marcus ’47, McGehee, Ark. (*) 
Norman Dale Sawyer ’47, Waupaca 
(12/78) 
Lester Arnold Timm ’47, San Diego 
(12/78) 

Paul Ira Fleming 48, N. Riverside, Ill. 

(7/77) 
Roger Leon Swanson 748, Owatonna, } 
Minn. (12/78) 
Norman J. Komisar ’49, Milwaukee (12/78) i 

ee 
Member News will resume in the May- e 
June issue. SP te IE i 

John Erlin Kaiser, Jr. 34, Kenosha (1/79) mars, oe Je i £9 
Edward L. Oakes ’56, Madison (12/78) ‘ 7 - v 
Rowland Richard Evans ’58, Aurora, Colo. D é 
(12/78) 
Mrs. H. L. Stielow (Judith Lorene Whif- 
fen) 58, Sheboygan (6/78) a 5: a 
U.S. Rep. Wm. A. Steiger ’60, Wash., wa Ve owe Wri a | 
D.C. (12/78) an ee i Say at 
Michael N, Opacich ’68, Madison (12/78) : , SEF ol iar a agit s 
Stephen Marc Lane ’70, Wash., D.C. (*) Ree , iia Me iii hg o % ‘i a? Sood 
David Edmond Ziegler ’75, Milwaukee : ae f > vie *Z, me | 
(12/78) "tae ‘ 
Randal Lee Morrow ’78, Brooklyn, N.Y. 2 5 —— | 
(11/78) r, 4 i> ae ™N 

Faculty en i seco 
Emer. Prof, Hans Gerth, 70, (12/78) i pea agegeer 
Glashuetten, West Germany. An_inter- ee y . 
nationally known sociologist, he was here pe oe PREY 
from 1940 until retirement in 1974, with Pee cia eg eee 
the last three years on leave to take the fe 7 459 ee 
chair of sociology at Frankfurt am Main. ds es sith” fe ges 

Emer. Prof. J. Barry Hayes 14, Madison, es wa Ss é ne ee . (12/78) at age 87. He was on the Exten- ae CD EEA Ls" TEPER Pes — 

sion faculty from 1914-62, and was the oe 

erate tet eptenelon’ poalteyeepecialist There’s just one taste that compares with the flavor oo 

> of sizzling and juicy brats hot off the iron bars of the oe 
Moving? Brathaus restaurant’s grill—real Brathaus brats ie 

: d deli P at home. On your grill. ae 
ugar Lier Ue on a For picnics, parties or backyard cookouts, “a 

Wisconsin Alumnus, please advise i ej ‘ 5 o & us of your new address as far either right out of the box or simmered in ” 4 
in advance as possible. beer, butter and onions, there’s no bet- os VW = 

ter brat. And there’s no better way to a Ny se me 
SN G0 eee get them than vacuum-packed, Ee gy ea 
Class Yr UPS-delivered in an 8 pound box fe wo fe oe 

: (about 40 sausages). For only ae S sage” / 

Old address $22 per box (incl. shipping). Fl SS awe a 
So, clip the coupon, ” ¥ ye en & 

OO fill your Weber with Fg Ss > eas és > 
Nee briquettes and 3a ss / * Sy < 

light your fire! KY S & ak Ras te 
City - s) oY Pe i Y ve 

a &'« EP ae Xf oy a 
? poner ty 

State satis ete. mee 7 fy ce. “ ws re vs q td 
? 
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Slichters, cont. from page 25 western Mutual’s presidency, he be- store the University Bay Marsh, long 
Cakes,” were adored and adoring came the chairman of its board, paral- _a_ cornfield, but now again a wildlife 
grandparents. Slichter retired from the _leling Allen’s career with Pelton Steel. refuge with a ten-acre lagoon. Starting 
deanship in 1934 but for several years During these years, new Slichters in 1961 he was a member of the board 
continued as a special advisor for re- became connected with the University. of the University of Wisconsin Founda- 

search. I have told elsewhere the story Marjorie Ann, Allen’s daughter, gradu- tion until his death on August 10, 
of his magnificent services to the Uni- ated in 1945 and taught in the second _1977. 
versity. He died in 1946, and Mrs. semester of that year. Ann, Donald’s Monsld) who succesded jumlin: tae 
Slichter nine years later. daughter, graduated in 1954, and four PEP URE av ana ribre CREE TELE ROTC: 

Louis, again involved in anti-sub- years later married John Pike ’53, ’59, eae eildio LUnisoricn DEW A 
marine research with the advent of 64, now managing director of the Mist on rsity or M ie 

World War II, received a Presidential | Wisconsin Alumni Research Founda- a adison. Ele was co-chairman 

Certificate of Merit and was elected tion (WARF), which Charles Slichter, Eley Comrie of tig Class) ok 1822 
to the National Academy in 1944. more than any other man save Steen- which raised money for research con- 

Sumner, at Harvard until his death hock, was influential in founding, And Ce"ning University Bay. In 1967-68 
on September 27, 1959, was recog- to look forward a bit, both of Sum- he was president of the Alumni Asso- 
nized as one of the country’s leading  ner’s sons, now distinguished scientists,  ‘i@tion. In 1944 he was elected as a 
economists. He wrote voluminously, have lectured at the University, and member of WARF, a preliminary step 

served as chairman of the U.S, Senate’s one of his grandsons is a student here. _t©_his being elected a trustee in 1946. 
Advisory Committee on Economic Af- abye (The first step must have rejoiced his e Engineering Day, May 3, 1957, was father!) In th iod £ 1960 
fairs, and was consultant to almost dedicated to honoring the “Slichter 4° al) ee Oe peat bse 2 ] ms i. - ; Bec : 1964 he was the third president of the 
countless other groups. Boys” and their parents, in spite of ealloer h sete 

After Donald retired from North- the fact that only Donald had an en- trustees, tollowing 1 Pes pa onea 
ee efoumearn ; ham who had succeeded in establishing 

Paras peleen ue fi Se hata a four-year limitation on the presi- 
ie Pat 2 lo, - at - dency. When Donald died on October 

The Job Mart He osu ae o Ge to spe h 15, 1978, he had served longer than 
is parents at the dinner, knew enoug! any other trustee in the history of 

about his mother to properly empha- WARF. Akin to University matters was 
BS Math, National Central Univer- size her role. Sumner gave the chief « pane feat 2 ent 2 his service in the late sixties on the 
sity 1974. MS Statistics-Business, address. Even after the brothers had Govemors Bask Pores Gn Medicalinide: 
UW 1978. Associate instructor in reached distinction he was still looked ation and_ his membership on_ the 
Mathematics, Indiana University, upon by them as an admired elder Board of Curators of the Shite His. 
1976. Teaching Assistant in Statis- brother whom they referred to simply —igrical Society from 1964, He spent 
tics, UW, 1977-78, Graduate work as “Slick.” the last day of his life at a meeting ae 

dealing with quantitative methods Louis retired in 1963 but continued this board. 
in business. (Probability, Mathe- his investigations and work on various 
matics, Statistics, Operations Re- scientific committees. He was the only Ne single quality can exemplify the 
search, Decision Theory, Com- one of the brothers who had to face personalities of such many-faceted 
puter). Member #7901. a long and crippling illness before his | men, but I most often remember one 

B.S. ’75—Interior Design. Lighting- death, This was a tremendous strain oe They ‘were useful partly because 
é at ; both emotionally and physically on they were interesting, and they were fixture manufacturer's rep last 2% A : ‘ 

re Martha, upon whom he became entirely _ interesting because they were inter- 
years. Seeks factory rep position for : Z a : 

seins z : Sane dependent. She bore it nobly. He died | ested. They were interested in their P' y a lighting or interior furnishings ote Mersin 
F r March 25, 1978. families and their friends, they were 

manufacturer in Midwest, South- 2 A A ; : All four brothers were loyal alumni, interested in the welfare of others, 
west or West. Available now. Mem- z ¢ : 5 is ‘i Agi Baas 
ber #7902. but it was in this last period that Allen t ey were interestec in organizations, 

i and Donald, who remained in Wis- particularly the University of Wiscon- 
BBA ’56 (Banking). Eight years as consin, were particularly active in sin, they were interested in how things 
a bank examiner and twelve in vir- University affairs, worked and they were interested in a 

tually all phases of commercial Few citizens of Milwaukee were as | Whole range of appreciations from the 
banking. Present assignment includes involved in the development of the beauty of nature to the taste of cheese 
personal banking and bank market- UW-M as Allen. He was generous and of oysters. I once wrote of Dean 
ing. Seeking relocation in southeast- with his financial means, he gave his  Slichter that “seldom in any gathering 
ern Wisconsin or Fox River Valley. valuable collection of the books espe- of which he was a part was there an 

Member #7903. cially rich in Civil War material to its equally striking individual.” This char- 

Wisconsin Alumni Association members library, and he was one of the most acteristic ee eee a eae 
mee Uateded “titeabuliel feeea vonettne active and astute members of the citi- tiplied when there were more than one 

publication at no charge, their avail- zens advisory committee to the chan- of his sons present. 
ability notices in fifty words or less. cellor, There were other educational What a marvelous voyage it must 
PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYERS are re- institutions in Milwaukee which he have been when Donald, Allen, and 
quested to respond to the member helped personally and got others to Louis in 1971 secured passage on the 
number assigned to each. Your corre- help; for example, he was known by Great Lakes ore boat Armco for a 
spondence will be forwarded unopened the nuns of Mt. Mary College as round-trip of four or five days from 
to the ae al Address all “St. Allen.” He was also active among Toledo to Silver Bay in Minnesota on 
ever pounence ty 100 Mart) cone the alumni of the Madison campus. the north shore of Lake Superior and 
Alumnus Magazine, 650 North Lake HS chaired th ' f Aa 
Street, Madison 53706. e chaired the committee for raising return, for they each had such good 

i money from the Class of 1918 to re- company! @ 
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Come along with us to our third annual 

ee 4 ao in the heart of Wisconsin’s vacationland 

oi eS eS S35 P dal a i Friday, June 29 for two or three nights. * 
DOF Seo alan) fe 
 & oF ea? ie. Bar an Vilas County! Vacationland in the breathtaking Eagle 
ge iy ae pte a ae oy Poa « River area, famed for its unspoiled forests of magnificent 
gee RS ee wees : F pines, its Chain of Lakes, its winding nature trails. 
Se ned ee <= t PRoe 4 i Facilities: We return to the well-known Trees for 
Come ae See Wy bot eo Po ce Tomorrow environmental center, a forty-acre complex 

mor ef Coit, eT taal Be on the outskirts of Eagle River. It’s operated year-around Py 3 Ps age ad 3 g P' y' 
& p, a 2) B® es and features a trained, professional staff to provide our 

pmax Pots, a phe hae Af guests with instruction in outdoor skills. 
ei caer hae Spee aia f “3 Nature At Its Best: Here’s an unparalleled opportunity 
e eee Cr ‘ate: a is 4 i a oo) é to learn about the outdoors in a natural environment. 
"B25 fo a, ie oT Be eatin A F The Center, an innovator in resource education, is only 

DN ae Melty po a ~ te minutes away from Nicolet National Forest. Staff 
i did oer et F “g 

Eo ee ee ae) x > tie “ ie re E members will offer optional sessions on mineral resources, 

ee pin nder ea 2 Wee yy on li ae ee A bog ecology, wildlife habitat and forest ecology. More, 
at® Raat. See Re ae cee Se ie ? for your choosing, are evening social hours, guided 

optas tee ROE b trail hiking, a wine-tasting party and a Paul Bunyan 

zs ey A ee se = Bar-B-Q, swimming, canoeing, a chuckwagon lunch at 
Pe cael Sere Ye eee a Ag Press Forest, a floatboat cruise. Canoe rental is available 
S52 A ee ig PO Psy me er er Ee at an added nominal fee. 

asa er 1 eS a <e ani tn Accommodations: The entire Trees for Tomorrow facility, 
ae hee oa be Some | Wass ie E accommodating eighty guests, has been reserved for 

sant Si i ene 9 us! Four dormitories with separate rooms (housing 
Siete dpe pee aA ew FM as? =~ two, three or four to a room) provide an ideal arrange- 
oe nae oo St ON ae gga ment for families, couples or single adults. Linens 

Ba orf Nae re me ae ie? and blankets are provided. Excellent food and “all 

Se Pa Se ger ae aed you can eat.” 
“ae ater el es es oe %* Stretch your vacation dollars: The entire weekend pack- 
eer ke ban naam te ; age costs just $42.50 per adult and $32.50 for 
ei: Tee os 2a te scape “Shy children under fourteen, for two nights’ lodging, six 
wie Pak A pt ca wt o> Sara meals, bus transportation for all activities, and 
ee 1 as eS te >. a =) professional instruction. Or extend your mini-vacation 

¢ : fe ee an extra day and night to include eight meals and 
i. ot F ent, sp cy ie lodging, at a total of $56.50 per adult, $42.50 for 

i oc aes Pa Sale aaa each child. 

“@ - wh “ eM s ge Get complete details. Send for the brochure today. 

oe) ‘ Se ae gah; eee Fe ne ec ee creer tay (ote ole eda eee 2 eee 
i 4 ‘ a sa Alumni Camp 
i 5 ee 

rl A } . ses ws ne a | Wisconsin Alumni Association | 

ee im “Y — ~ Seal 1 650 N. Lake Street | 
OS he as | Madison 53706 | a a ES ‘a Sst i ooh j Madison | 

os) Oe = i HEY 4 H Please rush me the brochure on the third annual |! 

es vr aS a pe j Alumni Mini-Camp. : 

Bernat te Se ae DSNamies ik civ eeiua De eet akon eRe ee eee ena 
ae. rod oat | | 

oe ye Sp sem oa PPA ddress <tc sacs se sic oe eb ee sw ne aL 

By Ss pono ro om I 
S pg tile ere Vitae Giclee rs’e a vpelecris gee oeyeiele cleo stele leis aay 

pe ae sic Seer 2 Statentid.seulap cies ct eiticna. were VERDE in slesretye eee i 
SS te I gis ieee J a 

Sa eas ee SS 

ty eal Mileage to Eagle River from: Chicago, 360; Madison, 222; 
mere iad Milwaukee, 251; Minneapolis, 227. 
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A great weekend for all alumni, with special reunions® Wisconsin Singers, all in a fast-paced program, The 

for the classes of 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1924, dinner is preceded by a no-host cocktail party in 
1929, 1934, 1939, 1944, 1949, 1954. Tripp Commons 

CALENDAR Sun., May 20 : 

© Morning open-house for all returning alumni at the 

Fri., May 18 Chancellor’s Residence, 130 N. Prospect Avenue 

© Registration, open house for all classes, Wisconsin Center Fe ar ee een etea aia eareec Taio aoa Theee shen 
° Half-Century Club luncheon; Wisconsin Union te wires changes and, contact us ieee Nave Susretaiyeae 
e Alumni seminars your notice by March 1. 

© Individual class receptions and dinners Clip and return i 

Sat., May 19 Send me ...... tickets for the 1979 Alumni Dinner, : 
i May 19 at 6:30 p.m., @ $9.50 per person. 

© Registration, open house for all classes, Wisconsin Center I ” P @$ Per Pp 

e@ 25-Year Club luncheon Br NGI eared oN RA Sismiia\e cies sl chaitiw wie tile ste eae sheets i 

© Campus bus tours NA GPESS oii ttie cane cr wince Baal Cate ee ees Wo ese | 

e Home Ec Alumni breakfast l i | 
CHEE Taira sors ots sels sROLALO inn. usene e AD y (oie nate 

e Library School Alumni brunch ye c P 

© The traditional Alumni Dinner in Great Hall, Wisconsin I CUASS he .7. « diyeiis aie cities | 

Union. The highlight is, as always, the presentation I AWisconaia Alan Association ! 
of our Distinguished Service Awards, the recognition | 650 N. Lake St. Madison 53706 
of outstanding seniors, and a concert by the renowned A aa Be ay ca ae ei lito ge at ae a
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